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Reasons to choose (New user) 

Comprehensive 1. 

Start your design journey on the right foot with a complete suite of professional design applications for vector
illustration, layout, photo editing, typography, collaboration, and more—specifically designed for your platform of
choice.  

Discover a comprehensive graphics toolbox that’s fully equipped with everything you need to deliver phenomenal,
finished projects that will surely turn heads. Subscribe for a fraction of the cost of comparable competitor software
and see why CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite is a proven favorite for graphic design professionals around the globe. 

Productive 2. 

Time is one of your most valuable assets, and CorelDRAW® is created to ensure you don’t waste it. Tackle client
projects faster with new and improved design tools that simplify complex workflows so you can focus your time on
what’s most important: being creative.  

Take advantage of productivity-boosting enhancements to frequently used features and an accelerated image
adjustments workflow, bringing real-time, non-destructive photo editing tools to your fingertips for greater control
and better results. 

Creative  3. 

A CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite subscription provides the ultimate playground for creativity, fully-loaded with
professional design tools to transform ideas into compelling artwork that will win over any client. Produce unique
graphics for any type of output in one flexible design space for vector illustration and multi-page layout that
continues to evolve based on suggestions from those who know best—our loyal users.  

Leverage creative templates to inspire winning designs and arrange type beautifully with an expansive set of
powerful typography tools and fonts, including integrated access to Google Fonts. Take photo editing to new levels
and achieve endless looks with our suite of non-destructive adjustments, adjustment presets, and effects. With a
number of time-saving creative features you won’t find in competitor software, CorelDRAW Graphics Suite
enables total design freedom. 

Innovative 4. 

Available on Windows, Mac, web, iPad, and mobile—and compatible with some of the best technology on the
market—CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite is at the forefront of innovation. Design efficiently from anywhere with a
true cross-platform solution that’s equipped with tools to help you work smarter.  

Create a single source of truth for design assets by sharing symbols across projects and with teams, and syncing
updates when changes are made by you or others. When it’s time for review, accelerate your process with
CorelDRAW's collaboration tools, which offer a streamlined way to connect with clients and colleagues on designs
in real-time. Combine collaborative, cloud-based workflows with AI-powered features to gain serious design
momentum in a fast-paced, connected world. 

http://kb.parallels.com/en/128880


User-friendly  5. 

Learn and thrive in a familiar design space that’s tailored to your needs, thanks to CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite’s
intuitive, customizable user interface and personalized learning experience. The Hints tab of the new Learn
docker/inspector will have you designing confidently in no time by teaching you how to use tools as you select
them, while the Explore tab is your hub for discovering helpful online content as you work.  

When you need a spark of creativity, there's a variety of ready-made templates to help you quickly design all types
of projects—from brochures and business cards to logos and infographics. To demonstrate our commitment to your
success, you can contribute to CorelDRAW Graphics Suite’s design and development by submitting your ideas and
voting on others. CorelDRAW is here to help! 

CDGS 2022 Reasons to Choose (Existing user)

Faster photo editing 1. 

Create stunning images with more control than ever, thanks to our continued focus on building a non-destructive,
contextual, real-time editing experience. Up to 10 times faster than before, the totally enhanced Adjustments
docker/inspector in Corel PHOTO-PAINTTM includes additional adjustment filters and new editing options for
existing filters to help you achieve superior results, faster.  

Now that all adjustments are non-destructive, you can experiment endlessly, then reset or flatten with a single click.
Rebuilt from the ground up, adjustment presets can be created in Corel PHOTO-PAINT using one or more filters
and applied non-destructively. When you achieve a winning look, save the adjustment filter settings for handy reuse
in other projects.  

Organize presets into custom categories, or choose from a new collection of carefully curated preset styles. This
exclusive new image adjustments workflow includes a number of additional, user-inspired enhancements to
frequently used photo editing features, opening up a wealth of creative possibilities for subscribers. 

Optimized learning experience  2. 

Ensuring your success is our number one goal, which is why we’ve personalized your learning experience to show
you relevant tips and tutorials based on how you work and what you want to see.  

Find your recommended learning content in the new Learn docker/inspector, and search online content as you
create from the Explore tab. Thanks to optimizations that put tailored training at your fingertips, you’ll be
successful sooner without having to leave CorelDRAW® to brush up on tools and techniques.  

Customer-inspired features  3. 

You deserve a graphic design solution tailored to your needs, with tools that work the way you want them to. Based
on suggestions from our loyal users, we're proud to reveal a variety of enriched features in this latest release, from
timesaving Multipage view and Pages improvements to valuable image editing and export enhancements. Add
pages faster with less manual arranging, view and resize pages more naturally, and enjoy new support for TIFF,
EPS, and SVG in the Export docker/Inspector.  

To underscore our commitment to developing features that matter to you most, we’ve added a new product
feedback loop. Now you can contribute to CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite’s design and development by submitting
your ideas as they arise and voting on others to bring them to life! 



Subscribers get more 4. 

Get more for less! Discover the affordable, flexible way to stay up-to-date, while enjoying exclusive features,
content, enhancements, and support for the latest technologies. Your CorelDRAW® Graphics Suite subscription
gives you immediate access to new software releases for as long as your subscription is active.  

Maximize your creative potential with a personalized learning experience, and receive subscription-only access to
productivity-boosting asset management, collaboration, and image adjustment workflows, additional fonts, creative
templates, and more. Cost-effective, hassle-free, and packed with perks, a CorelDRAW Graphics Suite subscription
is the smart choice for designers of all types, on any budget. 
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